Looking for a spring break getaway? With spring just around the corner, what could be better than an island escape for the whole family? St. Barth’s most irresistible private enclave, Le Guanahani is spread out over 18 secluded tropical acres on its own peninsula and has the only kids club on the island, with two complimentary services to choose from.
Junior guests can channel their inner *Little Mermaid* and search for “Nemo” while snorkeling, scuba diving and swimming under the cerulean sea at *Le Guanahani*. Regarded as the most kid-friendly resort on St. Barth, *Le Guanahani* is a tropical paradise for families, large and small. Families can also enjoy activities together, such as paddle boarding, wind surfing, and kayaking. With private multi-colored cottages throughout the property, the accommodations lend itself to family guests. The resort offers two outstanding kids programs – a Kindergarten for its youngest visitors (age 2-6) and a Junior’s Club for the older kids (age 6-12). Both programs are open daily from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM upon reservation and include activities spanning singing, painting,
seashells, and making jewelry for younger children to snorkel, canoeing, windsurfing, and volleyball for Juniors. The beach restaurant, **Indigo**, prepares daily lunch from the kid's menu to satisfy cravings.

St. Barth will also be holding their annual **Bucket Regatta** during spring break for many (March 19-22). This event features a fleet of 40 yachts and boats and is an exciting social occasion with parties for all participants. We went last year, and it is a blast! **Le Guanahani** also has an amazing pool, tennis courts, and is located in a convenient location on the island. What are you waiting for?
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